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CLIO Offshore Launches Survey, ROV and Recovery Services 

* * Client packages designed for efficient, tailored solutions up to 6,000 meters ** 

 
Tampa, FL –May 11, 2016 – CLIO Offshore, a division of OMEX – a world leader in deep-ocean 
exploration, is now offering client packages focused on Survey, Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) and 
Recovery for projects up to 6,000 meters depth. The containerized packages are designed for fast and 
efficient mobilization to drive operations from conceptual stages to completion.  
 
“Our goal is to provide efficient and practical support to supplement our client’s projects. Our work is 
underpinned safety first with an aim to deliver an advantage by employing tried and tested OMEX technology 
and techniques to deliver results in a fair and cost effective manner,” said Andrew Craig, OMEX Director of 
Marine Operations. “One key advantage that we offer is the ability to work with our experienced and 
qualified technical crew that has been working together as a team for over 12 years on various deep-ocean 
challenges.”  
 
Project solutions delivered by CLIO Offshore may encompass a suite of individual tools and services to 
supplement existing operations or complete project delivery and management to meet a specific objective 
successfully ranging from desktop study through marine asset procurement and mobilization to execution 
and reporting. 
 
“The resources that OMEX has invested in our company over the past 20 years have proven successful on 
various deep-ocean operations conducted by our team. The suite of tools, team and technology assembled by 
OMEX can be applied to a wide-ranging spectrum of projects for fast and effective mobilization on vessels 
of opportunity,” said John Longley, OMEX Chief Operating Officer. 
 
In addition to the traditional site and route surveys for the offshore energy markets, CLIO Offshore’s 
experience includes deep-ocean natural resource exploration, ship and airplane wreck exploration, 
archaeological recovery and conservation, insurance documentation. Our tools can also be used for a wide-
spectrum of subsea projects requiring the tools, team and technology that OMEX has assembled.   
 
For more information on CLIO Offshore, please visit: www.ClioOffshore.com 
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About CLIO Offshore 
CLIO Offshore is a division of OMEX, the world-leader in deep-ocean exploration. Commercial companies can now 
contract the team, tools and technologies utilized by OMEX for survey, recovery and ROV project rated to depth of 
6,000 meters. Our packages are designed for fast and efficient mobilization to accommodate any client’s needs and 
solutions may encompass a suite of individual tools and services to supplement existing operations or complete project 
delivery and management to meet a specific objective successfully.  
Our services are underpinned by these hallmarks: 

• Safety: Track record of safety and quality of performance 
• Fairness: Open, transparent pragmatic contracting, daily reporting and data presentation 
• Flexibility: Ability to smoothly navigate through complex operations 
• Proven: Hundreds of successful operations conducted around the world with equipment rated to depths up to 

6,000 meters 
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Note to Editors: 
These and additional Hi-Resolution Images can be downloaded here 
at https://odysseymarine.box.com/v/cliooffshore 
 
 

   
ZEUS, a trenching vehicle custom 
configured to preform precision survey work 
or ultra-heavy work class ROV intervention 
tasks. 

Director of Marine Operations Andrew 
Craig (left) leads the team of CLIO crew, 
which has worked together on deep-ocean 
challenges for over 10 years.   

CLIO – 6,000 meter inspection ROV. 

  
 

ARES – Deep Tow System The grab, part of the ROV actuated 
hydraulic tooling kit. 

Chief Operating Officer John Longley 
(right).   
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